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To build a « world-class army »



China spends more than all the Asia-Pacific countries combined



Military-Civil Fusion (MCF)



➢18th Party Congress work report : “Building China into a sea power
nation”.

➢To “abandon the traditional mentality of a superiority of land over
sea”.

➢The Navy must no longer simply ensure the “defense of coastal
waters” (近岸防御), but must also be able to guarantee the “defense
of coastal waters and protection on the high seas” (近海防御与远海
护卫).

➢To develop operational capabilities in terms of “naval combat” (海
上军事斗争).

Building naval capacities as a top priority





The 2013 Science of Military Strategy: the most likely conflict is "a
war on the periphery of China, on a large scale and of high intensity,
on a maritime battlefield and in a context of nuclear deterrence", i.e.
a potential conflict with Taiwan with the risk of American
intervention.

Article 8 of the March 2005 Anti-Secession Law also states China
may use “non-peaceful means” if “secessionist forces cause the fact
of Taiwan’s secession from China,” if “major incidents entailing
Taiwan’s secession” occur, or if “possibilities for peaceful
reunification” are exhausted.

Taiwan remains by far the top priority
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Fiery Cross in the Spratleys - South China Sea



Three lines of defense: maritime militia, coast guards and PLA



PLAN going overseas : anti-piracy and Djibouti



CSSC, the largest shipbuilding conglomerate in the world





➢“The first signs of unmanned, invisible and silent warfare” (无人,无
形,无声战争初露端倪).

➢From “Information based” warfare (信息化) to “Intelligence based”
warfare (智能化)

➢Key National Laboratory on Robotics at Shenyang Institute of
Automation, Chinese Academy of Sciences
➢Key National Laboratory on Robotics and Systems at Harbin Institute of
Technology
➢National Defence S&T Key Laboratory on Underwater Intelligent
Military Robots at Harbin Engineering University

Military robotics and UUVs – DeepBlue as a case study








